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In EcoLeaD, activities listed below are being planned to implement on the purpose of augmentation of guideline implementation in university. 

  Development of textbooks and educational materials 

  Certification  for  educational course 

 Qualification for students who completed the environmental programs. 

 EcoLeaD activities related to the guideline. 
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In order to nurture quality that environmental leaders should acquire, 

each individual must enhance one’s expertise in a specific field such 

as legal studies and engineering in a vertical axis, while acquiring 

cross-sectional knowledge concerning environmental conservation as 

well as internalizing and integrating environmental perspectives in 

one’s own areas of expertise with a bird’s-eye viewpoint or ability to 

overview in a panoramic way.  

Provide independent classes   for 
hands-on learning and 
workshop-style lessons which 
are separated from basic and 
reference classes, in order to 
enhance skill and attitude. 

Provide hands-on learning and 
workshop-style lessons in each class 
accordingly, in order to enhance 
skill and attitude. 

It is recommended to promote effective development of skill and attitude by providing hands-on learning sessions and workshop-style lessons, etc.  For such 

purposes, it is required to use a variety of teaching methods other than classroom lectures: hands-on learning such as field work, research or discussion by 

students, workshop-style lessons such as presentations. A list of effective teaching methods, examples of case studies, tools, and educational videos is available 

at the end of this guideline. 

Environmental leaders are“people who have foundations of their own 

experiences and ethical views, are able to consider the importance and 

urgency of environmental issues, have strong intentions to promote a 

sustainable society that realizes comprehensive improvement of the 

environment, society and economy through their own professions, citizen 

actions, etc., and bring social transformation with their leadership.”

Understanding of one’s expertise 
and its relation with the 
environment 

Acquiring systematic and cross-
sectional knowledge concerning 
environmental conservation and 
sustainability – Panoramic and 
bird’s eye viewpoints 

Enhancing sufficiently 
one’s expertise 

Environmental leaders are those who have three elements: “strong motivation” “expertise” and “leadership.” and are able to lead an establishment 

of sustainable society. 

Class1  Workshop 

Class2  Hands-on learning 

Class3 

Class4  Hands-on learning 

Class15 Workshop 

. . . 

Class1 

Class2 Workshop 

Class3 

Class4 Hands-on learning 

Class15 

. . . 

Historical reflection of environmental issues 
and understanding how the problems are 
generated 

The overview of diverse environmental issues 
Consideration of the cause of the problems 
and understanding the diverse elements for 
the solutions •Organizing the viewpoints for environmental issues 

•The relationships to fringe issues 

History of population growth and environmental issues (population 
growth and industrial revolution) 

Human development and resources/energy (types of resources and 
energy, and changes in consumption) 

Environmental ethics (action and lifestyle for a sustainable society) 

The earth’s 4.6 billion year history 
and the structure of a global 
system  

Global level circulation and 
ecosystem, and service 

The critical phase for the global system and ecosystem due to increased 
human activity 

The actions we can take 

The situation of available 
resources and resource 
consumption by mankind  

Population growth/economic 
development and the resource 
consumption standard which 
exceeds environmental carrying 
capacity  

Efforts for sustainable development 

Chronology of pollution issues and measures in Japan  Generations of environmental issues and measures in global scale  

Lessons from the perspectives through experience of pollution issues and the present state of the earth’s environmental issues  

The abnormal conditions of the earth’s homeostasis 

The role of administration in environmental policy and relationship 
between the government and municipality 

Efforts by the government for a 
sustainable society 

Efforts by the municipality for a 
sustainable society 

Examples of efforts by corporations and NGO 

History of the efforts by 
corporations and the outline of an 
environmental management 
system, or an environmental 
report and tools for environmental 
communication 

The outline and role of NGO’s 
efforts (local, national, 
international scale)  

The meaning and necessity of corporations’ environmental efforts; how 
the evaluation should be conducted; the roles of NGO 

What is partnership?  (individual work, and presentation) 

Examples of partnership (group discussion) 

For promoting partnership (the collaboration principal) 

The concept of sustainability (history and contents) 

Acquiring a bird’s eye viewpoint 
(Group discussion to review the information learned about environmental issues classified according to themes of environment, society, and economy) 

The present state of sustainability (understanding of international activity) 

Academic expertise and environmental issues/sustainability 

Conclusion – What should we do? 

*Cited from “the Vision for Environmental Leadership Development for Asian Sustainability”, Ministry of Environment. 

This guideline is composed of 15 classes per program and illustrates concrete educational cases about 90minuites lecture per class. 

This Guideline is an educational guideline to foster environmental leaders with “environmental ability”. 

* 


